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Cat in the Hat Fact Sheet

Date/Time: September 27 - Oct. 13, 2019
Fridays at 7 pm, Saturdays at 2 pm & 5 pm, Sundays at 2 pm,

Credits: Based on the book by Dr. Seuss.
Originally produced by the National Theatre of Great Britain.
Adapted and originally directed by Katie Mitchell.

Location: The Rose Theater, 2001 Farnam Street, Main Stage

Show Description: Back by popular demand, Dr. Seuss’ beloved rhyming classic bounds from your imagination onto The Rose stage! A rainy day becomes a zany day when a boy and his sister receive a chaos-creating caller: The Cat in the Hat! Explore the Cat’s wacky, wild, wonderful world in this energetic adaptation of an iconic tale that has introduced the rewards of reading to generations of children.

Show Specifics: Classic of All-Time, Everything in Rhyme for YOUNGER AUDIENCES
Expected run time: 45 minutes without an intermission

Tickets: $20 General Admission
Call (402) 345-4849 or purchase online at www.rosetheater.org.
Discount ticket vouchers are available at all area Hy-Vee stores.
Reservations are required.

Sponsors: Children’s Hospital & Medical Center, Nebraska Furniture Mart, Nebraska Arts Council, Nebraska Cultural Endowment
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